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THE VAST WAVES IN THE SEA OF SAND 
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Only the tracks of small wild creatures break the rippling surface of the wind-sculptured sand waves stretching away to 
.. the far horizon. Here is the home of the wandering Arab and Tuareg with their camels. 

Over the Burning Sands with a Caravan • 

is three o'clock in the morning on the edge chief on a prancing horse. A long rifle is 
of the great Sahara desert. The stars are slung over his' back, and his face and entire 
still shining through the tall date palms figure are muffied in flowing white. Behind 

that sway in the light breezes from the south. him in narrow file pace hundreds of heavy
Scattered over the ground are black humped footed. camels, balancing on their backs bales 
shadows of sleeping camels. Smaller dark blots and boxes containing cotton-cloth, silk, sugar, 
are grazing donkeys and goats, and here and drugs, tea, small metal articles, together with 
there are the white, outstretched figures of beads and scores of other trade wares. By 
Arabs. One of the figures stirs and rises, their side walk the owners or drivers, leading 
gazes a moment at the sky, and sends out a donkeys carrying food and water for the long 
long weird call. march. The goats, which furnish milk or are 

The effect is magical. On all sides noisy life to be killed for meat, straggle along at the · 
springs up from silent sands. Camels lift their rear, keeping barely ahead of the snapping dogs 
long necks with complaining groans, donkeys that aid in herding them. 
bray, goats bleat, dogs bark, men shout to one Fortunes in the Camel Packs 
another as they bustle about in the growing It has taken perhaps a year to gather the 
dawn. Small fires blaze up. The Arabs are at men and beasts and merchandise for this great 
their prayers or rolling up their mats, while caravan. Arab and Jewish merchants in the 
black servants prepare the simple breakfast and . coast towns of North Mrica Tripoli, Tunis, 
load the complaining pack animals. • Algiers have invested their fortunes in those 

The Caravan Starts its Journey swaying camel packs. They will wait anxiously 
It is the hour for the big caravan to start on another year, perhaps, before these "desert 

its thousand-mile journey southward across the ships," having cruised to the sputhern shores 
desert. By the time the orange-gold of the of the great ocean of sand, return with precious 
morning sunlight touches the tip of the highest loads of ivory and gold, skins, and ostrich 
date palm, the long line of men and beasts ~ feathers, gathered by barter with the natives 
on its way. Slowly it crawls like a huge loose· . in the heart of Mrica. 
jointed snake over the· endless wilderness of Meanwhile the caravan moves on, perhaps 
black rock and yellow sand. two miles an hour, treading the old trail worn 

At the head <?f the column rides the caravan deep by the pads of camels and the naked feet 
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